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Letter from the Executive Director

This strategic plan has allowed us to
move from the dream of a common
language to creating that language.
Since our board retreat, we have finished
our first house, helped a black woman
become a homeowner, and secured
more funding for The Etting Street
Project. It is because of our steadfast
belief in ourselves and the way in which
we get our work done that others
support us and help us to thrive. Our
inaugural strategic plan was made
possible by Baltimore City’s Community
Catalyst Operating Grant for which we
are grateful. By awarding us our first
grant, they instilled confidence in others
to follow their lead as we rebuild our first
vacant Baltimore block.

Shelley Halstead
Founder & Executive Director
Black Women Build – Baltimore
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Executive Summary

In the short time since Black Women Build - Baltimore has opened its doors in
2017, it has gained significant grounds towards its mission of training black
women in carpentry, electrical, and plumbing, to rehabilitate deteriorated
houses, and help black women become homeowners.
The organization has received several recognitions including our Founder and
Executive Director, Shelley Halstead, was chosen as an OSI-Baltimore
Community Fellow, interviewed for an article in Baltimore magazine, and
featured on Baltimore’s WYPR. Our organization received much needed
funding from various foundations, including an early, energizing grant from
the Robert W. Deutsch Foundation. We were also awarded the Community
Catalyst Capital and Operating grants from Baltimore City Department of
Housing and Community Development (DHCD), and a Baltimore Regional
Neighborhood Initiative (BRNI) grant from Maryland State DHCD.
We are proud to announce that we have acquired four abandoned properties
on the block of our pilot project on Etting Street. We worked with two Black
Women Build - Baltimore Candidates, training them in carpentry as they
simultaneously work on their future homes. We are synthesizing a strong
Board of Directors, and we have a robust Board of Advisors.
Still, there is work to do. Black Women Build - Baltimore (hereinafter BWBB)
underwent our first extensive strategic planning exercise in the summer of
2019 to better formalize the underpinnings of our organization, and outline
strategies and tactics to achieve the organization’s mission over the next 3
years.
Through a series of one-on-one surveys with our stakeholders and an intensive
weekend-retreat, our independent consultant assisted the organization in
gathering feedback on our current work, where we can improve, and how we
can continue to grow and expand. The following report outlines our findings.
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CONTRIBUTORS

Our Strategic Planning Steering Committee consisted of our Board of
Directors, and Executive Director, with additional input from our Candidates
and Board of Advisors.

Members of the Strategic Planning Committee
Board President

Shauna Brown

Board Secretary

Kathleen Mitchell

Board Treasurer

Victoria Clark

Executive Director

Shelley Halstead

Advisor

Molly McCullagh

Advisor

Teresa Stephens

Candidate

Quanshay Henderson

Candidate

Cambria Powell

PROCESS

Our weekend planning retreat consisted of workshops, visioning exercises, and
team building activities to help us collectively ideate what the future looks like
for Black Women Build - Baltimore. The retreat and this report are
complemented by the feedback garnered from fourteen one-on-one interviews
with Black Women Build - Baltimore stakeholders.
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RESULTS

Key Focus Areas
Throughout our strategic planning process, we identified four overarching
focus areas.

01

02
03

04

Identify resources and/or hire new team members to open up
capacity and bandwidth for our Executive Director
Expand and formalize our Candidate recruitment platform
Expand and formalize our Candidate training program
including hiring a materials manager
Increase collaboration across like-minded organizations

We are looking forward to sharing our findings with you in more detail, and
continuing to build a successful organization with your support.
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Organizational History

Black Women Build - Baltimore was conceived by Founder and Executive
Director, Shelley Halstead in early 2015. Two years later, Black Women Build Baltimore was formerly incorporated with the founding belief that oppression is
experienced at the intersection of identities, conditions, systems, policies, and
practices; therefore, it is necessary to address barriers that impact the ability of
black women to thrive. Moreover, for black women to build intergenerational
wealth, with the inherent security and prosperity it can generate, they must also
learn the skills necessary to maintain that wealth. Home ownership and the
ability to maintain that asset is one way this can be achieved.
Simultaneously, Black Women Build - Baltimore aims to combat the vacancy,
abandonment and deterioration of physical structures in Baltimore City, which
is a direct ramification of historic race-based housing discrimination. BWBB has
strategically chosen to launch its first block pilot on Etting Street, which is a
mostly abandoned block of buildings in the Druid Heights neighborhood of
West Baltimore. By acquiring all of the delinquent properties, and training black
women to not only rehabilitate these buildings, but own them, Black Women
Build - Baltimore sets the ground work for shifting neighborhood outcomes,
while also building wealth amongst black women.
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Timeline
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INAUGURAL OPEN HOUSE
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Our Vision and Mission
The strategic planning steering committee went
through the process of crafting the organization’s
very first vision statement as well as refining our
existing mission statement. In this exercise, we
asked ourselves “If we knew we could not fail, what
would we work to see for Black Women Build Baltimore?” The answers ranged from whole block
outcomes that create black women homeowners, to
children running around outside in an abundance of
greenspace, a community toolshed for all to use,
gardens, and expansion into other blocks,
neighborhoods, and possibly cities. As such, we
came to the below concise vision statement.

Vision

Black Women Build - Baltimore envisions a
thriving community built by black women
home owners
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We also went through an exercise to reanalyze our
mission statement and assess if it clearly conveyed
our work. After thoughtful discussion, the strategic
planning committee decided to reframe the mission
statement to make the act of creating home
ownership and building wealth a more direct action
of our work, and clarified the real-world training in
construction trades that our Candidates receive. It
was also important to highlight the condition of
buildings and neighborhood in which we operate.

Mission

Black Women Build - Baltimore is a home
ownership and wealth building initiative that
trains black women in carpentry, electrical,
and plumbing by restoring vacant and
deteriorated houses in West Baltimore.
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Statement of Core Values

In order to fulfill our mission and achieve our vision, it is critical that we
adhere to key organizational values. Black Women Build - Baltimore was
founded with the values of intersectionality, dignity for black women, and
wealth building.

01

Intersectionality
Black Women Build - Baltimore understands that oppression is
experienced at the intersection of identities, conditions, systems,
policies, and practices; therefore, we address barriers that impact
the ability of black women to thrive.

02
Dignity
Black Women Build - Baltimore believes that black women deserve
to be treated with dignity for their inherent worth as human beings.

03

Wealth Building
Black Women Build - Baltimore believes in creating wealth and
building community by dismantling the barriers that work against
our ability to thrive.
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Core Operations
Training
Training black women in carpentry, electrical, and plumbing by rehabilitating
vacant and deteriorated houses. We believe that training women in tradesrelated work not only provides a tangible set of skills to be used on other jobs
and in the home but allows women to make two to three times more in wages
than traditionally female-centered jobs.
Trades that Black Women Build - Baltimore Participants receive:
Light Demolition

Siding

Trim Work

Framing

Flooring

Painting

Electrical (lights and outlets)

Door & Cabinet Installation

Tile

Windows

Plumbing Fixtures

Rehabilitation of Distressed Housing
At the core of BWBB’s work is the rehabilitation of abandoned and
distressed homes and BWBB is currently working to acquire and
renovate all of the abandoned buildings on Etting Street in Druid
Heights, West Baltimore. As such, our staff must be skilled in working
with the city, state, and other agencies to get entitlement to properties,
and successfully usher properties through the rehabilitation process.

Financial Literacy
Owning a home is a huge life milestone and we want to make sure that
the financial foundation of the woman buying the home AND the
physical foundation of the house are both sound. Integral to the program
and being able to buy the home upon completion, the Participants will
be expected to be or to become financially literate and fiscally
responsible. To that end, we are partnering with the nonprofit,
Neighborhood Housing Services, who will not only be supporting our
Participants in financial skills-training, but servicing the home loans for
them.
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Strategic Goals

During the strategic planning process, the committee identified three key focus
areas for that will guide the organization through 2020 and beyond.

Goal 1

Hiring and adding capacity

Goal 2

Expand and formalize our Candidate recruitment platform

Goal 3

Expand and formalize our Candidate training program
including hiring a materials manager

Goal 4

Increase collaboration across like-minded organizations

The Board and Executive Director will work in conjunction to attract the resources
necessary to execute on these goals.

I. HIRING AND ADDING CAPACITY
During Black Women Build - Baltimore’s offsite retreat, it was reiterated by both
the Board of Directors and the Executive Director, that the existing workload to
successfully run the organization has grown too large for a single individual to
handle. To date, Executive Director Shelley Halstead is the organization’s only fulltime employee, with all of the day-to-day administrative tasks, overarching
strategic tasks, grant writing, and tactical homebuilding and training tasks falling
on her plate. This realization was often echoed in the one-on-one interviews with
Black Women Build - Baltimore’s stakeholders.
Through the strategic planning process, the organization agreed that it was
critical to expand the capacity of the organization by bringing on board a fulltime construction equivalent.
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This new addition will free up capacity for Shelley to better focus on high level
strategic goals, while also allowing the organization to go deeper in delivering
higher quality services and products to the constituents it serves.
ROLE 1

Construction/Materials Manager
The steering committee deliberated on what would be the proposed job scope
for a full-time employee. It became clear that Black Women Build - Baltimore
needs a Materials Manager to assist with the operational aspects of rehabilitating
the properties. This individual would assist with the rehabilitation of properties by
applying to permits and procuring and tracking construction materials, as well as
inquiring about materials donations.
The Board of Directors will be putting together a job posting and salary package
for a full-time Candidate.
Construction Manager Key Tasks:
Building knowledge (carpentry, scheduling)
Materials procurement
Permits and construction management

ROLE 2

Program Director
Hiring a Program Director would allow the Executive Director to focus on more
high-touch, strategic, and directional tasks. Freeing up Shelley’s capacity will
allow her to continue to develop deep and rich relationships with the
stakeholders necessary for successful whole-block housing development
including Baltimore City Department of Housing and Community
Development (DHCD, Maryland State DHCD, elected officials, community
groups, donors, and supporters.
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ROLE 2 cont.

They would also assist with basic administrative and office management tasks.
The strategic plan steering committee agreed that this individual should have
strong Microsoft Word and Excel skills, communication skills, and an ability to
multitask and be flexible as the role will vary widely on a day to day basis. This
person would also help streamline the candidate process.
Shelley also serves as the organization’s in-house carpenter and trainer. With a
hired Materials Manager and Program Director, Shelley can spend less of her time
on the administrative component of home construction, and focus on the
tangible facet of building and rehabilitating homes.

I.a FUTURE RESOURCES NEEDED
While hiring a Construction Manager is a much needed first step to expanding the
organization’s capacity, the strategic planning steering committee agreed that
additional resources and human capital will be necessary for the organization to
stabilize and mature.
The following categorical areas and tasks were identified as needing support:

A

B

Relationship Management

Fundraising and Development

Community liaison

Grants coordinator

Building stakeholder support

Grants writer

Media and marketing

Donor relations

Quarterly newsletters

Tax credit applications

Press releases and more frequent updates
C

D

Support Platform

Third Party Services

Candidate recruitment/onboarding

Acountant/banker

Candidate training support

Insurance

Candidate financial literacy and home
ownership support
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As part of the organization’s 3-year strategic plan, it will be key to identify
individuals or resources to fill these roles, as well as the financial resources to
support this expanded capacity

II. EXPAND AND FORMALIZE BWBB’S CANDIDATE
RECRUITMENT PLATFORM
Black Women Build - Baltimore is so proud of its first successful Candidate,
Quanshay Henderson. Over the course of 6 months, Executive Director Shelley
Halstead worked closely with Quanshay, training her in carpentry and collectively
rehabilitating a formerly abandoned and distressed building on Etting Street.
Black Women Build - Baltimore met Quanshay through the JumpStart workforce
development program. Quanshay has proven to be a model for BWBB as it seeks
to expand and formalize its Candidate recruitment platform.
The Strategic Planning Committee discussed ways in which BWBB could make its
recruitment processes more formal. The team identified the following six tasks,
steps, and procedures for the recruitment process.
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TASKS | STEPS | PROCEDURES

1. Flesh out BWBB’s Candidate profile | The process of physically
rehabilitating an abandoned building, while also preparing for homeownership,
and maintaining a personal life is a very demanding process that requires certain
character traits. The BWBB team aims to create a “Candidate profile” that
identifies the key criteria and characteristics that make a successful Candidate.
One of the key characteristics BWBB identified early on is a Candidate’s
attention to detail, and the care taken when performing tasks.

2. Expand recruitment sources | BWBB found early success in identifying
potential Candidates from the JumpStart trades training program. As part of our
Strategic Goals for the next three years, the BWBB team will continue to identify
similar sources and organizations that can be feeders for Candidates into the
Black Women Build - Baltimore Candidate pool.

3. Expand public facing informational resources | The BWBB team often
fields questions from interested individuals as to how they can sign up to be a
Candidate, volunteer, or partner. The team aims to produce a robust FAQ on the
Black Women Build Baltimore website that educates interested parties on the
process to join and be involved.

4. Have a formal interview process | One of the key findings from the
Strategic Planning activity was that there needs to be a more formal interview
process of the Candidates. Because of the level of commitment necessary for
Candidates to be successful, the Board of Directors and Executive Director felt
that it could reduce churn and burn out by properly vetting Candidates before
they are accepted into the program. The Executive and Governance team will
create an interview template, and both groups will participate in the interviews.

5. Require a written pledge | Once Candidates pass the interview stage,
BWBB will ask Candidates to sign a written pledge that acknowledges the time
and energy demands of the program, and reiterates the Candidate’s
commitment to them.

6. Preparatory coursework | While BWBB Candidates will learn incredible
hands-on carpentry skills on the job, there are soft skills necessary to ensure a
successful competition of the program and beyond. The Strategic Planning team
agreed that before a Candidate can be granted and begin construction on her
home, she must first complete the following:
a. Financial literacy and home ownership counseling courses
b. The establishment of a savings account and savings plan to save towards a
down payment on her house
c. Two courses in basic tools training at the Station North Tool Library
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III. EXPAND AND FORMALIZE OUR PARTICIPANT TRAINING
PROGRAM
During the course of BWBB’s programming, our Participants receive hands-on
training in the fields of carpentry and light plumbing and electrical. To date, the
training has consisted entirely of the BWBB Executive Director teaching
Participants as needs and tasks arise. The organization’s goal for the next three
years is to build out a more robust and formalized Participant training program
so that the teaching responsibilities are more evenly dispersed and the
Candidates can practice and reinforce skills. There are several facets to the
expansion of the training program.
A

B

Integrating Station North Tool
Library programming

Clustering property renovations
To the highest extent possible, Black
Women Build - Baltimore aims to
cluster property renovations into
groups of 3 or more. Clustering
renovations allows Participants to work
on several houses at one time, learning
through repetition and through
manufacturing line efficiencies.
Clustering renovations also allows the
organization to realize minor
economies of scale.

The Station North Tool Library (STNL) is a
nonprofit tool-lending library and community hub in the heart of Baltimore City
that offers over 3,000 tools, 30 classes, a
public woodworking shop, a dedicated
DIY workspace, and a home repair
classroom. Some of the classes offered by
the organization include shop safety,
plumbing, tools & skills for renovation,
woodworking, tiling, electrical, and floor
refinishing. The STNL has been an
incredible partner to BWBB in the past,
and the Black Women Build - Baltimore
executive team intends to deepen that
relationship by directing its Participants to
STNL courses.

D

Retain and promote successful
Participants
BWBB would like to work on creating a
pathway for Participants that have
graduated to remain in the program by
working on other Participants’ housing.
The team believes that group and peer
learning will prove to be effective in
transferring the skills of home
renovation.

C

Clear and accurate project scheduling
The Black Women Build - Baltimore
executive team will aim to formalize and
proceduralize the project scheduling and
construction management. Having a clear
and consistent schedule will provide
Participants with a structured
environment conducive to learning.
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IV. INCREASE COLLABORATION ACROSS LIKE-MINDED
ORGANIZATIONS
In order for Black Women Build - Baltimore to continue to be successful, it will
have to continue to nurture relationships with people, organizations,
supporters, and stakeholders across a wide variety of interests and industries.
In the Strategic Planning process, the BWBB team identified Neighborhood
Housing Services (NHS) as a key partner to the organization’s success. NHS
provides financial literacy and homeownership counseling classes to BWBB
Participants.
The Board of Directors made note that one area for improvement in the
organization would be to release and publish more frequent updates and
achievements of milestones to stakeholders and supporters via email
newsletters and social media postings. The Strategic Planning team also
expressed the need to more clearly understand and identify the range of
supporters for BWBB.
As part of the Strategic Planning exercise, the group created a stakeholder
map that categorized the various types of stakeholders, what they value, and
how BWBB can serve them.

Stakeholder Mapping
Black Women Build - Baltimore’s stakeholders can be categorized into
several groups. Throughout the Strategic Planning process and subsequent
long-term operational activity, it’s critical for BWBB to understand the needs
and priorities of each stakeholder group and how to best serve and engage
them.
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STAKEHOLDERS DEFINED

Executive Director & Staff
This stakeholder group consists of executive and administrative staff employed by
Black Women Build - Baltimore responsible for day-to-day operations, and hired
expressly for the purpose of fulfilling the mission. This group is not to be confused with
BWBB’s black women construction Participants.

Board of Directors
This stakeholder group consists of executive and administrative staff employed by
Black Women Build -Baltimore responsible for day-to-day operations, and hired
expressly for the purpose of fulfilling the mission. This group is not to be confused with
BWBB’s black women construction Participants.

BWBB Participants
Our Participants are at the core of Black Women Build - Baltimore’s mission to
'promote social and economic freedom for black women in Baltimore through our
home ownership initiative that provides trades-related training…' The organization
exists for the purpose of serving these Participants.
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STAKEHOLDERS DEFINED

Partners
Black Women Build - Baltimore will have many partners that assist with the execution
of its operational activities. This includes, but is not limited to contractors, materials
providers, accountants, attorneys, consultants, marketing firms, and wrap around
service providers. While some partners will be more engaged than others, it’s
important that these stakeholders understand BWBB’s unique operational profile in
order to be serve the organization.

General Stakeholders
This is a catchall group for individuals and organizations that have a stake in the
success of the organization, but who might not be directly involved with the
organization’s activities. These entities, while at arm’s length, are important to keep
apprised of the organization’s growth, and can transition into partners or supporters.
Examples include community development organizations, neighborhood associations,
elected officials (both city and state, government agencies, other non-profit
organizations, sponsors, funders, and philanthropic organizations.

Supporters
This group consists of individuals and organizations who are the ambassadors for
Black Women Build - Baltimore. They may not be directly engaged in the
organizations’ activities, but they deeply understand the organization’s mission, and
they act as champions for the organization in their respective spheres of influence.
This group can consist of friends, mentors, advocates, sponsors, and conveners.
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Strategic Roadmap

Short term goals (1-6 months)
-

Acquire the rest of the houses and land on Etting

-

Continue to successfully raise funding

-

Receive CORE/BRNI funds

-

Receive Community Catalyst Capital award

-

Receive funding from various local foundations

-

Hire the Materials Manager

-

Improve and streamline recruitment of participants

-

Build out donor and grant pipeline

-

Build out homeownership preparedness with NHS

Mid term goals (6-12 months)
-

Complete second house on Etting Street

-

Streamline the construction process with a
reusable framework

-

Draft site criteria/expansion criteria

-

Draft a growth game plan

-

Create greenspace on Etting Street

-

Board expansion
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Long term goals (12 months+)
-

Whole block of Etting Street finished

-

Continue to contract or hire additional talent to expand organizational capacity

-

Formalize hiring and recruitment platform

-

Continue to build out training platform for Participants

-

Continue to deepen relationships and partnerships with mission-aligned
organizations
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Thank You!

Thank you for taking the time to read through Black Women Build Baltimore’s
strategic plan. We owe our successes to our supporters and partners, and to the
black women builders and homeowners we serve. We look forward to embarking
on the strategic goals laid out in this plan with your help, and to further solidify
our work as an organization that creates wealth and restores neighborhoods for
black women in Baltimore.

Contributors & Supporters
Thank you to our supporters for whom we are truly grateful.
Anonymous Foundations
Baltimore City DHCD
Individual Donors
Jay Orr (architectural support)
Monthly Donors
Neighborhood Housing Services
Open Society Institute - Baltimore
PNC Bank
Robert W. Deutsch Foundation
Station North Tool Library
Steadfast Engineering
Worthen Creative (design services)
Photos courtesy of Dena Fisher
Strategic Plan was prepared by Bree Jones,
with styling support by Worthen Creative
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